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The cell nucleus plays a central role in several key cellular processes,
including chromosome organisation, replication and transcription.
Recent work intriguingly suggests an association between nuclear
mechanics and cell-cycle progression, but many aspects of this con-
nection remain unexplored. Here, by monitoring nuclear shape fluc-
tuations at different cell cycle stages, we uncover increasing inward
fluctuations in late G2 and early mitosis, which are initially transient,
but develop into instabilities that culminate into nuclear-envelope
breakdown in mitosis. Perturbation experiments and correlation
analysis reveal an association of these processes with chromatin
condensation. We propose that the contrasting forces between an
extensile stress and centripetal pulling from chromatin condensa-
tion could link mechanically chromosome condensation and nuclear-
envelope breakdown, the two main nuclear processes during mito-
sis.
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The shape fluctuations (also known as flickering) of vesi-1

cles in vitro, are driven by thermal motion, to which2

the membranes respond passively. Specifically, the observed3

transient shape fluctuations can be interpreted in terms of4

equilibrium states (1), and their measure by time-lapse mi-5

croscopy provides a powerful biophysical tool to characterise6

the constituent mechanical properties: parameters such as7

bending modulus, tension and viscosities (2). The validity of8

these tools, and the assumption of thermal equilibrium, can9

extend to some living systems where the action of molecu-10

lar motors and other active forces are not relevant, such as11

erythrocytes (3, 4).12

In more complex living systems, chemical energy is turned13

into mechanical forces, e.g. by molecular motors, and these14

forces add to the thermal forces to induce fluctuations of cells15

and cellular compartments (5). In this scenario, the extent16

of shape change is related to both the level of non-thermal17

(nonequilibrium) activity and to the ‘active’ mechanics. Teas-18

ing out these two contributions is very difficult and has been19

achieved only in a few cases (6, 7). It requires performing20

deformation assays under the presence of a known external21

force, and comparing the outcome to the spontaneous deforma-22

tions. In a living cell or tissue, the active (ATP-driven) forces23

enhance shape fluctuations by non-equilibrium pulling and24

stress-relaxation events (e.g. through pumps and cytoskeletal25

elements such as actomyosin).26

Abundant evidence shows that nonequilibrium processes27

can drive membrane flickering to more complex behavior than28

predicted by thermodynamics equilibrium, for example caus-29

ing a breakdown of the “fluctuation-dissipation" theorem valid30

at equilibrium (7), which links the decay of spontaneous fluc- 31

tuations to the response to external perturbations. In such 32

conditions, monitoring shape fluctuations is still useful, but 33

the precise identification of biophysical parameters such as 34

tension or stiffness is more difficult, and one can generally 35

refer to "effective" (or "apparent") tension and bending moduli 36

as a complex byproduct of passive membrane properties and 37

the result of active driving forces. In such conditions the 38

equilibrium model may still be a useful guide, for example 39

allowing to compare the relative amplitudes of fluctuations at 40

different wavelengths. In many cases, the active fluctuations 41

can be reduced to the standard model with an “effective tem- 42

perature”, by which the active forces simply increase the noise 43

level with respect to the thermal motion (8). 44

The cell nucleus shows a complex shape and size dynamics 45

during the cell cycle (9–12). It is confined within the nuclear 46

envelope (NE), a complex quasi-two-dimensional structure 47

comprising two lipid bilayer membranes separated by a per- 48

inuclear space of 20-40 nm and mechanically linked nuclear 49

lamina, a 50-80 nm thick network formed by lamins (11). The 50

cytoskeleton and chromatin maintain direct links with the NE 51

and thus between themselves through the LINC complex and 52

other linker proteins. This mechanical coupling of cytoskeleton 53

and chromatin enables the transmission of external mechani- 54

cal cues across the NE (11) via lamina-associated domains to 55

the chromatin, thereby regulating transcriptional activity and 56
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Fig. 1. Shape fluctuations of HeLa cell nuclei are cell-cycle dependent and increase during mitosis. (a) Snapshots of a representative nucleus
at 7 time points from the start at early G1 phase, throughout S, G2 and mitosis (scale bar 5 µm). Arrowheads indicate the reference time-points to determine cell cycle phase.
(b) Average spectra of wave vector-dependent fluctuation amplitudes (modes 6-34) for cells at different stages in the cell cycle. The number of nuclei considered for each
cell-cycle stage are reported in the legend in brackets. The fluctuation amplitude 〈u2

q〉 exhibits a decrease with increasing time from G1 until G2, where the fluctuations are
reduced by about 3 times. Instead, active nuclear fluctuations during mitosis become 4 times higher in early mitosis (green line) and 10 times in late mitosis (purple line). Inset:
contour detection of NE (red line) with fluorescent label Emerin. The initial manual selection of the center (red dot) and an initial point on the NE define the annular region
containing the cell boundary used in image analysis. (c) Effective tension vs radius scatterplot shows clusters from different cell-cycle stages forming an open counterclockwise
trajectory. (d-f) Box plots of shape-fluctuation parameters throughout the cell cycle (significance indicated . The data show no significant changes (p value > 0.05) in effective
bending modulus across the cell cycle, while effective tension increases significantly during S phase and decreases up to one order of magnitude during mitosis. The cell radius
increases from the starting point in G1 until G2 and then does not change much. (g) the characteristic relaxation time for mode 3 becomes longer during mitosis. Grey bands
and markers represent RBC fluctuation parameters. P values are reported in SI Table S2; significant relations are highlighted with brackets.

other nuclear processes (13, 14).57

Recently, Chu and coworkers have monitored nuclear un-58

dulations in mammalian cells at timescales of seconds, reveal-59

ing cell-cycle dependent flickering (15). These undulations60

are likely actively driven both internally by the nucleus (as61

evidenced by an increase of undulations upon inhibition of62

transcription) and externally by the cytoskeleton (evidenced63

by biochemical perturbations of actomyosin). The authors64

have hypothesized that regulating flickering may aid and tune65

nuclear transport through nuclear pores, yet many questions66

on the connection of cell-cycle dependent nuclear shape fluc-67

tuations and cell-cycle progression remain open, in particular68

regarding a possible role played by nuclear mechanics in the69

cell cycle itself. Indeed, emerging evidence indicates that in cy-70

cling cells both external and internal mechanical forces trigger71

important changes in nuclear structure, activity and compo-72

sition (10, 11, 16). Additionally, recent studies show a link73

between nuclear mechanics and cell cycle progression in cancer74

cells and epithelia, in particular linking nuclear tension to the75

G1/S transition (17, 18). Finally, the nucleus was reported to76

act as a ‘ruler’ in cells moving through constrictions, which77

rely on nuclear mechano-signalling to modulate forces enabling78

their passage through restrictive pores (by mechanically cou-79

pled signaling of the cPLA2 protein) (19). Intriguingly, cells80

in G2 appear to have a larger such ruler, hence require less81

confinement than G1 cells to trigger the contractile response. 82

Consequently, the hypothesis was formulated that these cues 83

could couple the cell mechanical environment to cell-cycle 84

progression. 85

Here, we analyse NE fluctuations by high-resolution video 86

microscopy, testing the connection between nuclear mechanics 87

and cell-cycle progression, particularly focusing on the transi- 88

tion from G2 phase to the onset of mitosis, finding increasing 89

transient inwards deformations that associate to chromatin 90

condensation. 91

Results 92

Nuclear shape fluctuations vary with the cell cycle. We first 93

tested whether our cells showed a similar cell-cycle dependency 94

of the NE flickering as observed by Chu et al. We used a GFP- 95

tagged version of the Emerin protein to mark the NE. Since it 96

is well known that Lamin over-expression can directly impact 97

mechanical properties of the nucleus (20), we decided to use 98

a tagged version of Emerin instead of Lamin to minimise the 99

adverse effects of labeling on nuclear behavior. Analysing the 100

cell cycle duration of the HeLa cells by performing time-lapse 101

videos (see SI) showed that on average, in our growth condi- 102

tions, HeLa cells spent 16.48 hours in interphase and 1.75 hours 103

undergoing mitosis (SI Fig. S1a), consistent with previous 104

reports (21). Nuclear area increased throughout interphase, 105
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then decreased with entry to mitosis (SI Fig. S1b). Cells106

were arrested at the G1/S transition (by a double thymidine107

block) or at the G2/M transition (by CDK1 inhibition) and108

then released to follow them through cell cycle progression.109

Cell cycle stage was univocally assigned by monitoring the110

cells every 3 hours from release (Fig. 1a).111

Fig. 1b shows the average fluctuation spectra at different112

stages of cell cycle, i.e., the amplitudes of fluctuations, calcu-113

lated by the deviation of the instantaneous contour from the114

average contour for all the recording frames, and plotted as a115

function of wave vector (inverse wavelength of the projected116

shape deformation) (22). Nuclear fluctuations decrease by117

about three fold from early G1 to late S phase (SI Video118

1), which is in line with data shown by Chu and coworkers119

after 13 hours of release from mitosis arrest (15). However,120

we also report a notable increase of these fluctuations already121

in late G2 and early phases of mitosis, which develops into122

dramatic deformations during mitosis when the cells start to123

round up, eventually developing into an instability triggering124

NE breakdown (SI Video 2, Fig. 1b).125

Although the system is out of equilibrium, if we assume126

that the active forces play the role of an increased ‘effective127

temperature’ then it is possible to use the standard model for128

fluctuations (15), and extract effective biophysical parameters.129

As anticipated above, it is important to stress that these mea-130

sured effective parameters are not the same as the biophysical131

ones but a byproduct of constitutive parameters and the action132

of active forces. We will refer to these as effective tension and133

bending modulus in the following, and explicitly discuss their134

interpretation whenever necessary.135

Compared to previous work, we adopted two important136

technical improvements. First, we account for the projection137

of fluctuations on the equator in the measured shape deforma-138

tions (3, 22, 23), which were neglected in Chu et al. work and139

lead to erroneous q dependencies. Second, we consider spectra140

as a function of wave vector rather than wave number, in order141

not to average together fluctuations of different wavelength142

from nuclei of different size. We obtain the average square143

displacement 〈u2
qx
〉, where the wave vector of the projected144

equatorial profile is qx = 2πn/L, L is the length of the profile145

and n = 0, 1, 2, . . . the modes (3). Effective bending modulus146

and tension are then obtained by a fit of the spectra with the147

formula148

〈u2
qx
〉 = kBT

2σ

[
1
qx
− 1√

σ
κ

+ q2
x

]
, [1]149

where σ is an effective tension (measuring, in the passive150

case, mechanical response to extensile stress) and κ is a an151

effective bending rigidity (measuring response to curvature152

in the passive case). kB is Boltzmann’s constant, and T153

is the absolute temperature. By taking T as the physical154

temperature, we interpret any non-equilibrium effect within155

the parameters σ and κ. This seems justified here because the156

mode-dependence of the data is consistent with the equilibrium157

model. Considering an active surface like the NE with this158

model, σ can be interpreted as the resistance of the surface159

to change total area, in response to active and thermal forces,160

and κ as the total energy necessary to bend and ruffle the161

surface. (8, 24).162

Equation (1) has limiting behaviors 〈u2
qx
〉 ∼ 1/qx for modes163

dominated by effective membrane tension, and 〈u2
qx
〉 ∼ 1/q3

x164

for modes dominated by effective bending rigidity. For the165

range of modes considered in our analysis, the nuclear fluc- 166

tuations are mainly affected by effective tension, as the 167

mean-square amplitude spectrum is dominated by the 1/qx 168

trend (4, 22). 169

It is instructive to plot nuclear radius versus effective ten- 170

sion in the different cell-cycle stages (Fig. 1c). Effective 171

tension initially increases with radius, as would be expected 172

for an “inflated" passive membrane. However, this trend is 173

inverted starting from the G2 phase, so that radius keeps 174

increasing while effective tension is reduced. The physical 175

properties of the lamina may change significantly in this part 176

of the cell cycle due to lamin phosphorilation (25, 26), but an 177

increase in the active forces could also concomitantly drive 178

nuclear shape fluctuations. Hence the decrease in effective 179

tension in late G2 and mitosis could be due to a drop in 180

physical tension, and/or an effect of active forces. Overall, 181

Fig. 1c shows how during the cell cycle the nucleus follows 182

a counterclockwise trajectory in the effective tension-radius 183

plane, which starts at nucleus birth and culminates in NE 184

breakdown at late mitosis. The changes in radius and effective 185

tension across phases of cell cycle are statistically significant 186

(Fig. 1d-f), while effective bending rigidity, remains fairly 187

constant. Looking at cells that were imaged over several stages 188

of the cell cycle, we verified which of the average trends of the 189

parameters were robust in single cell trajectories (SI Fig. S2). 190

From our measurements, it is possible to monitor the re- 191

laxation time scales of the dominant deformation modes. For 192

a passive membrane, the modes decay exponentially and the 193

relaxation time scale is the ration of the modulus driving the 194

relaxation, and the viscosity. When the modulus is determined 195

from a passive spectrum, e.g. the tension, then this allows to 196

determine the viscosity. However, for an active surface such 197

as this one, the time scales reflect active dynamics, and the 198

decay of the modes can become very complex. We considered 199

the relaxation time τ of mode 3, where we found that no com- 200

plex behavior appears and the decay is a simple exponential, 201

(see SI Fig. S3). Fig. 1g displays longer relaxation time for 202

late mitosis. This can be interpreted as a signature of active 203

fluctuations/deformations from active nuclear or cytoplasmic 204

pulling or pushing elements, visible in the movies during mi- 205

tosis, which could trigger different characteristic times (due 206

to the dynamics of the active elements) than those of passive 207

relaxation. 208

Red blood cell (RBC) fluctuations have been extensively 209

studied, representing a simpler well-understood system, yet 210

with some common biophysical properties in common with 211

cell nuclei (e.g., being supported by cytoskeletal elements). 212

Hence, we decided that it could be instructive to use them as 213

a reference, and we compared the behavior of HeLa cell nuclei 214

with those of RBC (grey bands in Fig. 1). HeLa nuclei have 215

in general larger dimensions, a longer relaxation time, and 216

smaller effective bending modulus, but their effective tension 217

is similar to RBC if we exclude the dramatic changes occurring 218

for nuclei at mitosis (3, 4). The mean and SEM of nuclear 219

biophysical properties from HeLa cells at different stages of 220

the cell cycle are reported in SI Table S1, and p values in 221

Table S2. 222

Calyculin A treatment recapitulates the behavior of nuclear 223

shape fluctuations during mitosis. Mitosis is a complex 224

mechanochemical process requiring coordinated action from 225

multiple cellular components mediated by several kinases and 226
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signalling molecules. The cellular shape alterations at the227

beginning of mitosis are accompanied by chromosome con-228

densation and dramatic remodelling of the cortical actin cy-229

toskeleton (12), which eventually lead to NE breakdown. We230

wondered to what extent all these processes could be directly231

linked to nuclear-shape behavior and, particularly what is the232

role of chromatin condensation. This hypothesis would be233

supported if shape-deformation behavior of late-G2 and mi-234

totic nuclei could be reproduced either by inducing chromatin235

condensation or perturbing the actin cytoskeleton. Therefore,236

in order to correlate chromatin dynamics with nuclear shape237

deformations, and to disconnect the shape fluctuations in mi-238

totic cells to mitosis-specific chemical signalling, we treated239

cells with calyculin A, a drug that induces rapid premature240

chromatin condensation in all cells independent of their cell241

cycle (27, 28). Shape fluctuations of calyculin-A treated nuclei242

were recorded and compared with the fluctuations of the same243

cell observed prior to drug treatment (SI Video 3). Next,244

we wanted to understand better the individual contributions245

of condensing chromatin and de-polymerising actin in mitotic246

nuclei shape fluctuation phenomenon. Therefore, we treated247

G2/M arrested cells with actin de-polymerising drug latrun-248

culinA, but in presence of G2/M arresting drug (R3306). This249

allowed us to disrupt actin cytoskeleton without inducing chro-250

matin condensation in late G2 cells, which otherwise would251

have entered into mitosis (SI Video 4).252

Fig. 2a shows that after short exposure to calyculin A253

(20min) and latrunculin A (25min), the effective tension of254

nuclei is reduced in a similar fashion to what happens in255

the G2-mitosis transition (G2 phase is the control). A longer256

(50min) exposure of cells to latrunculin A leaves nuclear radius257

and effective tension constant. Calyculin A instead produces258

within the same treatment time, a subpopulation of cells with a259

further reduction of nuclear radius and a further decrease in ef-260

fective tension, resembling late mitosis. Specifically, Fig. 2b261

and c compare the radii and effective tension of interphase and262

mitotic nuclei, with the same nuclei before and after treatment263

with calyculinA and latrunculinA.264

In fact, approximately 10-15 minutes after calyculinA treat-265

ment, nuclei start showing shape fluctuations similar to early-266

stage mitotic nuclei (henceforth termed “early calyculinA")267

without a major deformation of the nuclear shape. These fluc-268

tuations, within another 2-3 minutes, evolve into widespread269

invaginations as the cells start rounding up (see SI Video270

3). These rounded cells resemble the late stage of mitosis,271

henceforth termed “late calyculin A", showing significantly272

distorted nuclear shape compared to their untreated state,273

as well as reduced nuclear radius. In practice, since the full274

time lapse was not available for all cells, “early" and “late"275

calyculinA cells were defined based on nuclear radius changes276

compared to pre-treatment pictures (see methods). Nuclei277

included in the latter category show a reduction of radius278

after treatment of at least 10%. Sketches of nuclei in Fig. 2b279

report typical changes in nuclear shapes after treatment, and280

further characterisation will be described in Fig. 3a. Finally,281

Fig. 2d shows that the relaxation time of mode 3 increases282

upon calyculin treatment, similarly to mitosis, while it is not283

affected by latrunculinA (data not shown). We found that284

calyculinA treatment recapitulates the behavior of mitotic285

nuclei close to NE breakdown. From this set of data, we con-286

clude that the observed shape fluctuations of mitotic nuclei is287
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Fig. 2. Calyculin A and latrunculin A treatments recapitulate
the joint radius / effective tension changes found in mitosis. (a)
Radius-tension change after treatments compared to the control phase G2, and early
and late mitosis for cycling cells. Calyculin A causes a reduction of both radius and
effective tension, while latrunculin A decreases effective tension to a lower value,
which remains constant with treatment time (early, 25 min vs late, 50 min). (b-c)
Details of radius and tension of the same cells before and after both treatments,
compared to the values throughout the cell cycle. Shape changes of representative
nuclei are highlighted in panel b. The insets below panel (c) report the respective
averaged fluctuation spectra. (d) Relaxation time of mode 3 slightly increases after
calyculin treatment, as for mitosis. P values are reported in SI Table S2; significant
relations are highlighted with brackets.

mechanically driven by condensing chromatin and cytoskeletal 288

remodelling, therefore mechanical or biochemical signalling 289

triggered at chromatin condensation might be sufficient to 290

generate the nuclear shape remodeling observed before NE 291

breakdown. To address the possible concern that calyculin 292

may affect lamin phosphorilation - which is a signaling part 293

of nuclear envelope breakdown, we performed a Western blot 294

analysis of phospho-Lamin staining in calyculin A treated cells 295

(SI Fig. S4), finding no visible change. 296

Since calyculin A activates myosin-2 mediated contractil- 297

ity (29), we checked whether the increased centripetal invagi- 298

nations observed upon treatment with this drug could be a 299

byproduct of increased actomyosin contractility. As a control, 300

we performed a double chemical perturbation with calyculin 301

A and blebbistatin (a myosin inhibitor). Nuclear fluctua- 302

tions, as well as their radius and effective tension, replicate 303

the nuclear features after treatment with calyculin A. Treat- 304

ment with blebbistatin alone did not affect the dominance of 305
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inwards vs outwards fluctuations, and, coherently with previ-306

ous reports (15), increased effective tension (SI Video 5, SI307

Fig. S5). Since blebbistatin is known to be inactivated in blue308

light, we confirmed the result with Y27632 (ROCK inhibitor),309

a rho kinase inhibitor that decreases actomyosin contractility310

and is not affected by illumination (SI Fig. S5). Likely the311

effects of the low illumination used in our experiments on bleb-312

bistatin are mild or absent, and we report identical phenotype313

as in. (15). Taken together, these results support the interpre-314

tation that calyculin-induced nuclear shape deformations are315

not due to increased actomyosin contraction.316

Finally, we found that actin depolymerization increases317

shape fluctuations, but does not affect nuclear size. Unlike318

calyculin A treated nuclei, nuclei of latrunculin A-treated319

cells develop shape fluctuations within 20min of treatment,320

resembling the behavior of early mitotic nuclei. However these321

fluctuations do not progress with time into more prominent322

and irreversible invaginations and shape alterations, even after323

50min of drug treatment (Fig. 2c). The mean and SEM324

of nuclear biophysical properties from cells upon calyculin A325

and latrunculin A perturbations are reported in SI Table S3326

together with their statistically different p values (SI Table327

S2).328

Mitotic fluctuations are invaginations mediated by centripetal329

pinning forces. We noticed that most of the transient deforma-330

tions contributing to the decrease in effective tension from G2331

to mitosis had two specific properties: (i) they were localised in332

one region of the observed profiles and (ii) they looked like the333

tip of the deformation pointed towards the inner side of the334

nucleus (SI Video 2). During late mitosis, the deformations335

became more widespread, and increased dramatically their336

asymmetry towards the nucleus center. As the cells progressed337

towards NE breakdown, we observed that the inward defor-338

mations became increasingly long-lived and less localised, as339

increasingly larger “patches" of the lamina appeared to be340

displaced centripetally. Eventually, these deformations be-341

came unstable, and instead of being restored to an equilibrium342

shape, they developed into the deformations leading to NE343

breakdown. Fig. 3a and b confirm this behavior, which was344

also found in early and late stage calyculin-A treated cells.345

Conversely, latrunculin A treatment does not cause invagina-346

tions, although reducing nuclear effective tension. During late347

mitosis and late stage calyculin A-treated nuclei, invaginations348

become wider and deeper (Fig. 3c). Invagination width at the349

maximal deformation increases by 2-3 fold in late mitosis, and350

depth up to 10 fold. Nuclear invaginations from early and late351

phases of calyculin A treatment follow the trend of invagina-352

tions progressing through mitotis in untreated cells, as opposed353

to latrunculin A treatment, where invaginations remain within354

less than 1µm in depth and 25 degrees in width. Depth was355

calculated as the difference between the steady state contour356

and the minimum of the invagination, and the width by the357

points corresponding to 10% of the depth. To characterise358

such inward deformations, we considered the distribution of359

signed shape fluctuations, defined as the integrated difference360

between the profile and a reference profile calculated as the361

average shape of ten frames before the invagination developed362

(Fig. 3d,e). Inward invaginations (< -0.5µ, orange band in363

Fig. 3d) are prevalent with respect to outwards (> 0.5µm,364

blue band), shown both in the histograms and relative polar365

plots. Distribution of fluctuations for all frames and angles366
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Fig. 3. Late-G2 and mitotic deformations are dominated by in-
wards invaginations, compatible with the action of centripetal
pinning forces. (a) Representative examples of the localised inward invagina-
tions that emerge in early mitosis phase and in early stages of calyculin A treatment,
but are not found with latrunculin A treatment. (b) Examples of the non-localised
invaginations observed in late mitosis and later stages of calyculin A treatment. The
insets in panel a and b illustrate the dynamics by snapshots at equal time lags (SI
Videos 2-4) (c) Invagination width at the maximal deformation increases by 2-3 fold
in late mitosis while depth can increase up to 10 fold. Invaginations from early and
late phases of calyculin A treatment resemble the ones in mitosis, while latrunculin A
treatment has mild effects on the invaginations (they remain within < 1µm in depth
and 25 degrees in width). (d) The histograms (top) as well as polar plots (bottom)
of signed shape fluctuations show the bias towards inward motion of mitosis and
calyculin A late nuclei (orange are inward and blue outward fluctuations). Histograms
count all contour angles for 500 frames; inward fluctuations were considered < -0.5µm
(orange band),and outward > 0.5µm (blue band). (e) Boxplots of the skewness of
the signed shape fluctuation histograms (shown in panel d) over cell-cycle stages
and upon drug treatment. The centripetal asymmetry increases during mitosis and
calyculin A treatment, while latrunculin A does not affect it. ATR inhibitor VE822
increases the events with negative skewness. P-values are reported in SI Table S2;
significant relations are highlighted with brackets.

are wider for cell mitosis (grey histogram in Fig. 3d) and 367

post-calyculin A treatment (cyan), with respect to interphase 368

(G1 and pre-treatment respectively black and red histograms). 369

Polar plots represent the total number of frames of inward 370

and outward fluctuations at every angle. 371

To quantify the behavior of inwards vs outwards defor- 372

mations, Fig. 2e uses the skewness of their distribution as 373

summary statistics. A negative skewness corresponds to an 374

enrichment in inward deformations. The results confirm that 375

inward deformations increase in early and late mitosis, as well 376

as upon calyculin A treatment, while it is unaffected by la- 377

trunculin A. Incidentally, we noticed that the typical shape of 378

inward deformations fits well the theoretical shape of a mem- 379
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brane deformed by a localised pinning force (30), as reported380

in SI Fig. S6. However, our lack of knowledge of the actual381

biophysical parameters (bending rigidity and tension) prevents382

us from using this shape to estimate the magnitude of the383

pulling forces.384

Chromatin density increases in correspondence to cen-385

tripetal nuclear shape deformations. As a last step to gain386

further insight into a possible role of chromatin in causing the387

observed centripetal shape fluctuations, we analysed movies388

of cells in which H2B histones were labelled (with fluorescent389

m-Cherry) jointly with Emerin (as above). These experiments390

enabled us to monitor NE shape jointly with chromatin density.391

We first evaluated whether nuclei in early and late mitosis392

could exhibit any separation between chromatin and lamina393

(as proxied by Emerin) at the site of invagination, and we ob-394

served no separation for all the cells analyzed (an illustrative395

example is shown in (SI Fig. S7).396

Subsequently, we quantified the cross-correlation between397

local deformations of NE and fluorescence intensity from his-398

tones in the corresponding area during invaginations (examples399

in SI Fig. S8, SI Video 8). We observed that in the neigh-400

borhood of invaginations inside the nucleus, while NE contour401

decreases at the the angle of maximum inward pulling, the402

mean fluorescence intensity of chromatin increases. This ob-403

servation clearly establishes a link between chromatin state404

and nuclear shape deformations in case of local reversible in-405

vaginations. In some cases (e.g. the second case reported in406

SI Fig. S8), we saw that the chromatin signal increases a few407

seconds before the inward NE deformation reaches its maxi-408

mum extent, suggesting that the local chromatin condensation409

leads to an increase of fluorescence that occurs before the NE410

invagination, and possibly pulling the NE itself inward.411

ATR inhibitors increase asymmetric deformations and effec-412

tive bending modulus, and decrease effective tension. The413

ATR signalling protein, a kinase mostly known as an acti-414

vator of the DNA damage checkpoint, was reported to be415

a sensor of mechanical stress, to localise at the nuclear en-416

velope and link it to chromatin, and to facilitate release of417

chromatin from the NE (31). Since ATR inhibition/depletion418

causes accumulation of NE invaginations attached to semi-419

condensed chromatin (31, 32), we reasoned that ATR might420

trigger the relaxation of the invaginations caused by chromatin421

condensation by releasing chromatin from the NE. Under this422

hypothesis, symmetry and extent of nuclear flickering in late423

G2 to mitosis could be affected by ATR inhibition. In line424

with these assumptions, Fig. 3e shows that ATR inhibition425

causes an increase in the number of deformation showing neg-426

ative skewness. This change is not observed for all cells, and427

this could be interpreted as a cell-cycle-dependent effect of428

ATR inhibition. Indeed, the ATR effect on membrane fluc-429

tuations is expected to be variable with the exact cell-cycle430

stage (not completely controlled in our experiments) and the431

time window of inhibition. Despite of these limitations in our432

experiments, our observations are consistent with more long-433

lasting centripetal invaginations when ATR is inhibited. The434

same experiments show a mild decrease in effective tension (in435

line with our hypothesis) and an increase in effective bending436

modulus (SI Fig. S9, SI Video 9). The measured bending437

modulus increase in ATR inhibited nuclei is a consequence438

of the drug having opposite effects on the small-q (enhanced)439

and high-q (depressed) part of the fluctuation spectrum, and 440

might be the result of a previously reported change in the lipid 441

composition of the NE upon ATR inhibition (32). 442

Discussion 443

SI Fig. S10 and SI Video 9 report kymographs that sum- 444

marize all our main results visually. Our results confirm the 445

scenario proposed by Chu and coworkers (15), whereby nuclear 446

shape fluctuations are driven by a combination of thermal mo- 447

tion and forces from chromatin and cytoskeleton. Fully in line 448

with this study, we find that latrunculin A (actin depolymeriza- 449

tion) increases shape fluctuations (decreasing effective tension), 450

and decreases nuclear radius, while blebbistatin (Myosin-II 451

inhibition) increases nuclear radius and effective tension. This 452

data suggests that the dynamic flickering of nuclear envelope 453

might be countered by the presence of actin stress fibers (which 454

are lost with latrunculin A), possibly via LINC connections, 455

while the dynamic rearrangement of stress fibers caused by 456

loss of myosin contractility has a more complex “stiffening” 457

effect, which also (surprisingly) leads to radius increase. In 458

addition to this, Chu et al. reported that nuclear processes, 459

including transcription and nuclear transport, also influence 460

nuclear shape fluctuations (Table 1). Combining the two 461

observations, we confirm the picture of a NE that is a dynamic 462

component rather than a static organelle, which responds 463

to cellular and nuclear events. However, when considering 464

cell-cycle changes, Chu et al. only reported a decrease in 465

amplitude of symmetric fluctuations, with the progress of in- 466

terphase (G1-S-G2). They interpreted this as a change of 467

material properties and/or a reduction of the forces driving 468

the shape fluctuations. While our observations are compatible 469

with this study, we focused on deformations occurring during 470

G2 phase and onset of mitosis, using different perturbations, 471

which lead us to surprising results. 472

Specifically, after the genome has completed replication, we 473

find evidence supporting active pinning centripetal forces that 474

drive increasingly strong shape fluctuations (also resulting in 475

a drop in effective tension) from G2 to mitosis, up until NE 476

breakdown. Hence, (i) shape fluctuations can dramatically 477

increase from G2 to mitosis, and (ii) they can become highly 478

non-symmetric at this stage. Fluctuation asymmetry favoring 479

in-wards displacements appears already in G2, together with 480

reversible “pinning” centripetal deformations. These defor- 481

mations become increasingly long lasting and irreversible as 482

the cell cycle progresses towards NE breakdown. Interestingly, 483

neither latrunculin A nor blebbistatin / Y27632 treatments 484

affect the asymmetry of the shape fluctuations, while calyculin 485

A treatment makes them centripetal. These observations sug- 486

gest that chromatin dynamics can be related to NE centripetal 487

shape fluctuations. 488

Our data also allow us to formulate some hypotheses on 489

the force balance between the physical processes that regulate 490

nuclear mechanics. Physically, nuclear shape is set by three 491

mechanical components: chromatin, lamins, and the cytoskele- 492

ton. Chromatin and lamin A are typically seen as resistive 493

elements that together maintain nuclear shape. Lamins alone, 494

on the contrary, cannot maintain nuclear shape, and the lam- 495

ina buckles under mechanical stress when it is unsupported 496

by chromatin, suggesting a physical model of the nucleus as a 497

polymeric shell enclosing a stiffer chromatin gel (14). The role 498

of the cytoskeleton is less clear, and sometimes it is pictured 499
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Table 1. Comparison of nuclear-shape fluctuation behavior before mitosis and under biochemical perturbations.

Perturbations Biological effect Fluctuations Implications in
shape fluctuations

Nucleus morphology References

Mitosis Chromatin condensation Increase (T&A) Chromatin and
cytoskeletal activity

More spherical This study

Calyculin A Induce chromatin condensation Increase (A) Chromatin involvement Spherical and softer This study

Latrunculin A Inhibition of actin polymerization Increase (A) Cytoskeletal activity Softer This study, (15)

α-amanitin Inhibition of polymerase II
transcriptional activity

Increase (T&A) Chromatin involvement (15)

ATP depletion Influence transcription, DNA replication,
DNA repair, chromatin remodeling

Decrease (T&A) Active (> 4 s) and
passive (> 1s) fluctuations

(15)

Blebbistatin / Y27632 Inhibition of myosin II activity Decrease (T&A) Myosin II activity contribution Slightly bigger This study, (15)

Nocodazole Inhibition of microtubule polymerization Decrease (T&A) Microtubules contribution (15)

ATR inhibitor Reduced release of chromatin-envelope link Increase (T&A) Chromatin involvement Invaginations
micronuclei

This study, (32)

Legend: T = thermally driven and A = active. Data from Fig. 1 and 2, and ref. (15).

as a compressive force, but a perinuclear actin cap has also500

been shown to stabilize nuclear shape (33). Disconnecting501

chromatin from the inner nuclear membrane results in softer502

nuclei that are deformable and more responsive to cytoskeletal503

forces (13)504

On the basis of our experiments, we formulate the hypoth-505

esis of a nucleus under extensile and/or stabilizing stress from506

the external cytoskeleton, so that condensing chromatin can507

locally exert inward pulling forces. The calyculin treatment,508

and the direct joint imaging of H2B histones and Emerin509

lead us to surmise that these local pinning forces (becoming510

more widespread as G2 progresses to mitosis) may come from511

condensing chromatin. This hypothesis deviates from the stan-512

dard view whereby a chromatin gel confers structural integrity513

and stiffness to the nucleus, but it does so only in the idea that514

this gel would be under a pre-stressed condition (14). The515

decrease in effective tension under latrunculin A treatment is516

compatible with extensile stress applied by the cytoskeleton.517

Therefore, our data may support a scenario of fairly uniform518

extensile stress applied by the cytoskeleton, counterbalanced519

by local centripetal pulling applied by chromatin.520

Condensing chromatin exists in mechanically stressed521

state (34). The idea that chromatin condensation could alter522

NE shape by exerting centripetal forces was suggested by pre-523

vious observations on Drosophila salivary glands (35), where524

chromatin compaction forces were shown to drive distortions525

of the NE through chromatin-envelope interactions. Kumar526

and coworkers showed that chromatin-envelope interactions527

generate mechanical stress, which recruits and activates ATR528

kinase at the NE (31). In line with their results, we observe a529

more negative skewness in nuclear shape deformations when530

ATR is inhibited near prophase. Additionally, a study on531

non-tumorigenic mammary epithelial cell MCF-10A has impli-532

cated chromatin in nuclear shape deformations, showing that533

these were independent of cytoskeletal connections (36). Chro-534

matin decompaction was also shown to cause nuclear blebbing,535

regardless of lamin, as well as nuclear swelling (37, 38). In536

addition to these findings, our data suggest that the force537

balance at the NE is not static, and the nucleus progressing538

from S phase to G2 and mitosis feels constant or increasing539

extensile stress from the outer cytoskeleton, and increasing540

localised stress from inner chromatin, affecting its shape fluc- 541

tuations. Isotropic contributions to these stresses also likely 542

come from forces of osmotic origin (39, 40). 543

The phenomena observed here could play a role in the 544

coordination of chromatin condensation and NE breakdown 545

during mitosis. It seems natural to think that the timing of 546

these two events should be coordinated - just like NE reassem- 547

bly should be coordinated with chromosome segregation (10). 548

Since the NE is squeezed between the cell cytoskeleton on the 549

cytoplasmic side and chromatin on the nucleoplasmic side, and 550

both of these active systems undergo major rearrangements 551

over the cell cycle, it is possible that the cell-cycle dependent 552

flickering may be not only a byproduct but also a driver of 553

cell-cycle progression. Since chromatin pulling events deform- 554

ing the nucleus develop into widespread invaginations that 555

eventually culminate into NE breakdown, we speculate that 556

the intensity of the opposed forces on the NE increases dur- 557

ing G2 and mitosis, and may be a driver of NE breakdown. 558

This could happen in several ways. The centripetal pulling 559

by chromatin could mechanically rupture the membrane and 560

lamin nuclear surfaces through the exerted forces, or it could 561

trigger mechanosensitive signaling cascades, as in the case of 562

the cPLA protein (19), leading to downstream events related 563

to different aspects of mitosis progression. Chemically, NE 564

breakdown is known to be triggered by maturation-promoting 565

factor (MPF), which moves into the nucleus and phospho- 566

rylates several targets (41, 42), prominently causing lamin 567

depolymerization (25, 26, 43). The opening of the nuclear 568

membrane is less well understood. Work in starfish indicates 569

that it is initiated by loss of the exclusion barrier of nuclear 570

pore complexes, followed by NE fenestration (11, 44). Re- 571

cently, a mechanical action from the actin cytoskeleton has 572

been implicated in these processes (45). Studies applying ex- 573

ternal transient tensile stress on the nuclear membrane suggest 574

that the force range causing the typical NE deformations are 575

sufficient to trigger nuclear membrane rupture (46). 576

Chromatin, through its structure and mechanics, is a key 577

factor of nuclear function. Our results highlight that combined 578

mechanical and/or mechano-chemical cues from condensing 579

chromatin and cytoskeleton could also contribute to the timing 580

and the synchronization of NE disruption with chromosome 581
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condensation during mitosis.582

Materials and Methods583

584

Cell culture, plasmids and transfection. HeLa cells stably express-585

ing m-Cherry-H2B (reported previously (31) ) were maintained in586

DMEM (Dulbecco’s Modified Eagle’s medium) with GlutaMAX587

(Life Technologies) supplemented with 10% (vol/vol) fetal bovine588

serum (FBS, Biowest), and penicillin-streptomycin (Microtech), in589

a humidified incubator atmosphere at 37 °C and 5% CO2.590

Lipofectamine2000 (Invitrogen) was used for transfecting plas-591

mids Emerin pEGFP-C1 (637) plasmid (Addgene ID-61993) into592

cells, using the protocol recommended by the manufacturer. The593

following day, cells were plated onto fibronectin coated glass cov-594

erslips (10 µg/ml; 30 min; at 37 °C). Experiments were performed595

about 36-48 hours after transfection).596

Drug treatments. Calyculin A (Cell signaling technology -9902s) and597

latrunculin A (Sigma Aldrich-428021) were commercially purchased.598

Calyculin A was used at 5 nM and latrunculin A was used at 1599

µM concentration. Inhibitors were added to the media during the600

experiment, after pre-treatments acquisitions, and were maintained601

throughout the course of the experiment. Post calyculin A treat-602

ment, we divided the cells into two groups, named "early" and603

"late" phases based on their progress in rounding up and subse-604

quent radius decrease. Cells with nuclear contour resembling that of605

pre-treatment are called early phase calyculin A. Cells with signifi-606

cantly lower nuclear radius (at least 10% less than pre-treatment)607

and complete deformed contour are defined late stage calyculin608

A. These choices are supported by time-lapse videos where the609

full development of the drug effect is visible (SI Video 6). Cells610

becoming rounder during the acquisition were not considered for611

further analysis. Latrunculin A was added to cells incubated for612

16 hours with Cdk1 inhibitor (RO-3306). Videos were acquired for613

about 140s (see below), 20 and 50 minutes after the treatment. Mild614

increase in radius of G2-arrested cells compared to the regular G2615

(from cell cycle analysis) is due to their prolonged arrest in G2. For616

Rho-associated protein kinase (ROCK) inhibition, 10 µM Y27632617

inhibitor was administered to cells for 30 min prior to image acqui-618

sition (SI Video 7). For treatments with blebbistatin, cells were619

treated with blebbistatin (Sigma Aldrich) at 5 µM concentration for620

45 min inside a dark incubator chamber to avoid photo-inactivation621

of the drug, then imaged for 140s. For double treatments with622

blebbistatin and calyculin A, cells inside a dark incubator chamber623

were first treated with blebbistatin (Sigma Aldrich) at 5 µM con-624

centration for 30 min and then treated with calyculin A (15 min)625

in presence of blebbistatin, and subsequently imaged for 140s. For626

cell cycle synchronisation in the G2-M transition, first cells were627

treated with thymidine (2 mM-Sigma Aldrich) for 14 hours, washed628

with PBS, released for 7 hours and then incubated further for 16629

hours with Cdk1 inhibitor, RO-3306 (Seleckchem-S7747) at 10 µM630

concentration. For ATR inhibition experiments (SI Video 8), 1631

µM of ATR inhibitor VE822 was added 2 hours prior to release632

from RO-3306. Cells were kept in the same inhibitor concentration633

throughout mitotic progression.634

Cell lysis and Immunoblotting. Cells were lysed with lysis buffer (50635

mM Tris-HCl pH 8.0, 1 mM MgCl2, 200 mM NaCl, 10% Glycerol,636

1% NP-40) supplemented with protease (Roche) and phosphatase637

inhibitors (Sigma). Cell lysates boiled with Laemmli buffer were re-638

solved using Mini-PROTEAN® (Biorad) precast gels, transferred to639

0.45 nitrocellulose membrane, and probed overnight at 4 °C with pri-640

mary antibodies against pospho-Lamin A/C (Ser22) (D2B2E from641

CST) and vinculin (V9131 from Sigma Aldrich). After washings642

with 1X PBS, membranes were incubated with secondary antibodies643

for 1 hour at RT and acquired using ChemiDoc imaging system644

(Image Lab v5.0).645

Imaging and image processing. Confocal Spinning Disk microscope646

(Olympus) equipped with IX83 inverted microscope provided with an647

IXON 897 Ultra camera (Andor), Software cellSens Dimension 1.18,648

and attached with 100X silicone immersion objective (Refractive649

Index = 1.406; Numerical Aperture = 1.35) was used for HeLa650

cell imaging. 500 frames were acquired sequentially from Green 651

(488 nm) and red (561 nm) channels at a maximum speed with 652

individual exposure time of 100 ms (approx. 4 frames per second). 653

For cell cycle based analysis, time-points were taken every 3 to 654

4-hour interval by acquiring 500 frames of each channel. Each cell 655

was imaged for maximum of 5 time-points in a span of 12 hours and 656

long-term acquisitions from the same cell was avoided to reduce 657

the effect of phototoxicity. Cells were synchronized and released to 658

univocally assign their cell cycle stage by monitoring their growth 659

along the 12 hours. For treatments, multiple position acquisition 660

was used to acquire the same cells at different time-points. Images 661

were then processed using the ImageJ software. 662

Effective bending modulus and tension of the NE were obtained 663

by fitting the fluctuation spectrum with Equation 1 for modes 6-34. 664

Modes below 5 were excluded because influenced by the cell shape 665

(23) and higher modes above 34 were affected by noise due to the 666

acquisition exposure time. From fluctuation dynamics, relaxation 667

time of mode 3 was obtained by fitting the autocorrelation function 668

of the fluctuation amplitudes for mode 3 with a single exponential (3). 669

Invaginations were first identified by change in contour fluctuations 670

and confirmed by looking at videos. The mean of the contour shape 671

for the first 10 frames was subtracted from the contour of each 672

frame as reference. The depth is the difference between the steady 673

state contour and the minimum of the invagination. The width is 674

determined by the points corresponding to 10% of the depth. 675

Convention for Fourier transform in the flickering code. Equation (1) 676

is derived in (3) and uses the following non-unitary convention for 677

the 2D Fourier transform of the displacement function u(~x): 678

u(~x) =
A

(2π)2

∫
d~qu~qe

i~q~x [2] 679

and the inverse transform is 680

u(~q) =
1
A

∫
d~xu~xe

−i~q~x [3] 681

where A = L× L is the area of the membrane. 682

In order to match the Fourier transform with the discrete Fourier 683

series calculated in Matlab (Fast Fourier Transform, FFT), the 684

Fourier coefficients coming out from Matlab’s FFT of u need to be 685

corrected by: 686

uq = hMatlab
q ×

∆x
L

[4] 687

i.e.h2
q = hMatlab

q ×
( 1
N

)2
. [5] 688
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